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Abstract 
Research behavior in higher education is an essential component of the contemporary education ecosystem. However, a 

growing indication suggests poor research behavior in Nigeria's academia. Although, the constrictions impeding efficient 

and globally competitive research development in the higher education system have been emphasized in the literature. 

However, most demographic factors are not fully explored relative to research behavior. Thus, the present paper examined 

research behavior based on years of service and gender. One hundred and fourteen academic staff pooled from public 

tertiary institutions in the Enugu States of Nigeria completed a self-report measure. The linear regression analysis 

conducted to determine the effect of the demographic variables on research behavior revealed that years of service F 

(1,112), 6.01 P<.019, and gender F (2,111), 6.01 P<.533 had no statistically significant interaction with research 

behavior in higher education. Notably, the R2 indicated that the predictor variables accounted for 0.81% of the observed 

variance in research behavior in HEI. The result has implications for research, policy-making, and the development of 

research behavior in higher education. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The contemporary education ecosystem is increasingly demanding evidence-based learning and an innovative paradigm. 

Integrating research-based knowledge with education is increasingly becoming a significant trend that requires much 

attention (Amaratunga & Senaratne, 2009). Research occupies a central position in the growth of higher education in 

recent times (Kachalova et al., 2019). Higher education institutions are experiencing an increasing shift to inquiry-based 

learning, encouraging more research models complementary to the age-long conventional teaching (Etzkowitz, 2003). 

Perhaps, robust systematic inquiry and logical research context are critical in national development (Ashrafi-Rizi et al., 

2015). Hence, Bhagavathula et al. (2017) described evidence-based knowledge as a ubiquitous aspect of global education. 

Thus, research is an essential driver in advancing and improving every part of the global domain. Accordingly, 

Sabel'nikova-Begashvili and Khudoverdova (2020) underscored the relevance of imparting research knowledge to the 

learners. Krylova et al. (2019) emphasized teaching research competence to the students.  

Research in higher education reflects gathering and evaluating relevant data to increase knowledge and understanding of 

a topic or an issue (Creswell, 2012). Thus, it denotes careful processes that provide credible knowledge. Numerous 

literature abounds that associates positive research behavior and the willingness to engage in research activities (e.g., 

McLaughlin et al., 2018; Mina et al., 2016; Partido & Colón, 2019). Similarly, Vossen et al. (2018) emphasized the 

significance of research and evidence-based inquiries on the growing Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics 

education (STEM). In general, the higher education system in the contemporary academic environment encompasses 

research and teaching. Hence, the famous saying 'publish or perish' (Uzochukwu et al., 2016). In particular, research in 

higher education is the pathway to institutional evaluation and comparisons.   

Over the years, the quality of institutions of higher learning across the globe has been evaluated using the higher education 

ranking, which encompasses teaching and research appraisals (Boholano et al., 2014). Thus, the ranking of higher 

education is predominantly based on research productivity. This confirms the conception of research as a distinguishing 

feature of the higher institution (Marchant, 2009). Consequently, about seven HEIs in Nigeria are in the overall Times 

Higher Education World University Rankings, with the highest (University of Ibadan) ranked within the number 401–500 

(Times Higher Education, 2021). Thus, signifying poor research behavior in HEIs.  

Research behavior in higher education 

Research behavior describes the predisposition to participate in research activities (Tack & Vanderlinde, 2014). Research 

behavior primarily reflects an individual's enthusiasm to explore a given phenomenon while conforming to the methods 

and procedures relative to academic inquiries. In particular, research behavior is an essential component of the higher 

education system and symbolizes the avenue to intellectual development in higher institutions (Ulla, 2018). Indeed, 

participating in academic research provides a pathway to acquiring the systematic skills required for study (Impedovo & 

Malik, 2016; Landicho, 2020). Moreso, research participation guarantees promotion in the system (Katz & Coleman, 

2001) and facilitates success (Chin & Law, 2020). Importantly, conducting scientific inquiries is typical in the overall 

activities relative to educational development. Consequently, research participation in the present-day academic 

environment demands systematic processes to accomplish a systemic goal.  

Literature suggests a link between institutional research participation and institutional integrity (Hajdarpasic et al., 2015). 

Also, research in higher education arms students with advanced information (Davis & Jones, 2017), intensifies scholarly 

inspiration (Falconer & Holcomb, 2008), and impacts front-line knowledge and basic research procedures on the students 

(Brown et al., 2016). In particular, several studies have emphasized the importance of exposing learners to inquiry-based 

learning (e.g., Abu-helalah et al., 2015; Beanland et al., 2020; Borakati et al., 2017; Kozlov et al., 2017; Noguez & Neri, 

2019; Razeghi, 2019; Roach, 2017; Swan et al., 2018; Weiner & Watkinson, 2014). Thus, research behavior in higher 

education is fundamental to achieving the required developmental objective of contemporary societies.  

However, given the presumptions of a fragile research culture (Yusuf, 2012), especially in the Nigeria higher education 

sector, researchers have underscored several factors limiting the success of research productivity HEI (see., Imhonopi & 

Urim, 2013; Okoduwa et al., 2018; Pascal Iloh et al., 2020). Similarly, Igiri et al. (2021) identified gender, motivation, 

age, empirical knowledge and skills, ranking, research orientation, and collaboration, including leadership, availability of 

resources, and institutional research policy, as the main barriers to research behavior the Nigerian academia. Indeed, the 

growing trend of poor research quality and output in higher education suggests a widening gap in research behavior. In 

particular, the present paper examined year of service and gender as an antecedent of research attitudes in HEI. In 

particular, years of service and gender as demographic variables that can constrain research involvement among lecturers. 

Thus, they could contribute to the variance in research behavior among lecturers in higher education. 

 

Hypothesis:  

H1: Years of service would significantly predict research behavior in higher education. 

H2: Gender would significantly predict research behavior in higher education. 

 

Method 

The participants in the present paper comprised scholars from three public tertiary institutions in Enugu State, Nigeria. 

One hundred and twenty-five male and female lecturers from different academic disciplines were approached between 

March and May 2022. They were asked to participate in a study to understand their research behavior. The one hundred 

and nineteen lecturers who consented to participate in the study were given the study instrument. In all, one hundred and 

sixteen (116) copies of the research instruments were filled correctly and utilized for the study. Conceivably, the 

improperly filled copies were discarded.  
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Measure   

The participants completed a self-report measure designed to assess their research behavior. The scale assesses the 

cognitive, affective, and behavioral domains relative to research practice. The 10-item Linkert type scale is scored in a 5-

point response format, with high scores indicating a high research attitude. The reliability of the scale was obtained 

following a pilot study. Observation of the Cronbach's alpha coefficients revealed acceptable levels of internal consistency 

reliabilities of the instrument, which exceeded the cutoff rules-of-the thumb of .86 as recommended for study purposes 

(Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2001). Year of service and gender was ascertained from responses in the demographic section. 

 

Result  

The present paper adopted a cross-sectional research design. Data were analyzed using the statistical package for social 

sciences (SPSS V,23). Notably, 58 females (50.9%) and 56 males (49.1%) participated in the study. On the other hand, 

years of service were classified into older (those who have spent above ten years and above in academics) and younger 

academic staff (those who have spent below ten years in academics). A total of 68 respondents (59.6%) represented older 

academics, and 46 respondents (40.4%) representing younger academic staff responded to the study instrument. The linear 

regression analysis conducted to determine the effect of the demographic variables on research behavior revealed that 

years of service F (1,112), 6.01 P<.019, and gender F (2,111), 6.01 P<.533 had no statistically significant interaction with 

research behavior in higher education. Notably, the R2 indicated that the predictor variables accounted for 0.81% of the 

observed variance in research behavior in HEI.  

 

Table 1: 

Table showing the linear regression results for the variables 

                                     

                        B            SEB                   β                  R2                      t                   Sig 

 

YoS               -.271           .114             -.266                               -.2.38                .019 

 

Gender          -.070            .112             -.070            .081             -.66                 .533 

 

Note. YoS= years of service. B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; SEB = Standardized error of the coefficient; β = 

Standardized coefficient; R2 = Coefficient of determination. *P<.000.  

 

Discussion 

The present study examined the variation in research behavior in higher education based on years of service and gender. 

One hundred and sixteen respondents conveniently pooled from public tertiary institutions in Enugu state completed the 

research instrument. The linear regression analysis performed on the data revealed that years of service as a factor had no 

significant effect on research behavior in higher education. This means that whether an academic staff is old or young in 

academia does not contribute to their research behavior. The probable explanation for this outcome might be attributed to 

a systemic lack of research motivation in academia. The finding presupposes that the number of years spent in an 

institution is not a prerequisite for academic research behaviors. Importantly, the result failed to support the hypothesis 

that years of service would significantly predict research behavior in higher institutions in the Enugu state.  

Furthermore, the finding revealed that gender as a factor does not influence academic staff research behavior in higher 

institutions. The result suggests that whether an academic staff is male or female does not contribute to the observed 

variation in research behavior in the educational environment in Nigeria. Also, the second revelation of the present 

investigation did not affirm the hypothesis that gender as a factor would significantly predict research behavior in higher 

education in Enugu state.  

 

Conclusion  

The present study aimed to investigate the role of demographic variables such as years of service and gender as a 

prerequisite of research behavior in higher education in Enugu state. The analysis conducted on the data revealed that 

years of service and gender did not predict research behavior among the respondents. Thus, the present paper concludes 

that demographic variable (years of service and gender) is not a significant determinant of research behavior in higher 

education. Although, certain limitations constrain the study. For instance, the self-report measures and the sample size 

poses a vital burden in generalizing the finding. Thus, multiple data collection methods and a comprehensive sampling 

approach are needed in future research. Regardless, the finding has implications for the development of research attitudes 

in higher education. More so, the result provides valuable data to researchers, policy-makers, and stakeholders in education 

to improve the practice of research in higher education.  
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